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STABLE POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS

BY

K. R. PARTHASARATHY AND K. SCHMIDTi1)

ABSTRACT.   This paper investigates the stability of positive definite

functions on locally compact groups under one parameter groups of automor-

phisms.   As an application of this it is shown that the only probability distribu-

tions on  Rn   which are stable under the full automorphism group   GL(n, R) of

R     are the nondegenerate Gaussian distributions.   It is furthermore shown that

there are no nondegenerate probability distributions of Rn   which are stable

under  SL(n, R).

1. Introduction. P. Levy [1] introduced the notion of a stable probability

distribution on the real line and obtained a representation for the Fourier trans-

form of such distributions.  As a natural generalization of this idea one can intro-

duce the concept of a stable positive definite function on a general locally com-

pact group G.  The stability is always with respect to a suitable group of auto-

morphisms of G.  We are far from obtaining a general representation theorem for

this case. The main aim of this article is to obtain a representation of positive

definite functions on G which are stable under a one parameter group of auto-

morphisms.  As a corollary we are able to show that the only probability dis-

tributions on R"  which are stable under the full automorphism group  GL(n, R)

are Gaussian, and that there are no probability distributions on R"  which are

stable under the group  SL(n, R)  of all nxn  matrices with determinant   1.

2. Stable positive definite functions.   Let  G  be a locally compact second

countable group with identity e.  We start with a few definitions.

Definition 2.1.   A continuous complex valued function <j> on G with

4>(g) — <P(g~l ) for every g G G is called positive definite if

(i) m =i,
(2)  for any n> I, cx,- • • ,cnGC (the complex numbers) and any

gx, • • • , gn G G, we have

(2.1) Z cfj<p(gf1gi)>0.
<,/=i
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0 is called conditionally positive definite if

(i') m - o,
(2') (2.1) holds whenever  2?=1cf = 0.

Definition 2.2.   A positive definite function 0 on G is called infinitely

divisible if, for any n > 1,  there exists a positive definite function <j>n  and a

continuous homomorphism  xn  ^TOm & mi0 tne ër0UP  T of complex numbers

of modulus  1  such that <t> = Xn ' $"■

The following lemma establishes a close connection between infinitely divis-

ible positive definite functions and conditionally positive definite functions:

Lemma 2.3.   Let G be connected and locally connected. A positive

definite function <¡> on G is infinitely divisible if and only if it is of the form

(2.2) 0 = exp \¡i

where  \p is a conditionally positive definite function on G.  V  « determined

uniquely by (2.2).

This is proved in [2, Theorem 12.9].

In classical probability theory, a positive definite function <j> on the real

line R  is called stable if for any two positive real numbers cv c2   there exists

a positive real number c3  and a character x of R  such that

(2.3) <Kclt)-<Kc2t) = x(t)-<P(c3t)

for every tGR.  Obviously <p must be infinitely divisible if it satisfies (2.3). A

natural generalization of this notion of stability is the following:

Definition 2.4.   Let G be a locally compact second countable group and

let A  be a locally compact second countable group of automorphisms of G

such that the map (a, g) —► ag, a G A, g G G, is continuous. A positive def-

inite function <j> on G is called stable under A  if for any ax,a2GA there

exists an a3 G A  and a continuous homomorphism from G to  7 such that

(2-4) #(«!*) • <K<*2g) = X(g) ■ «<*£)

for every gGG.

It is again obvious that any 0 which is stable under A  must also be in-

finitely divisible.  In particular we have:

Lemma 2.5.   Let G be connected and locally connected, and let <j> be a

positive definite function on G   which is stable under A. Let  \¡j  be the condi-

tionally positive definite function on G satisfying

(2-5) 0 = eXp 0.
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Put

(2.6) K(g, h) = 4>(h~ 'g) -M'1)- iK?)

for every g, h G G.   Then the following is satisfied: For any ax, a2 G A  there

exists an a3 G A  such that

(2.7) K(axg, axh) + K(a2g, a2h) = K(a3g, a3h)

for every g, hGG.

Proof.  The existence of \p  satisfying (2.5) follows from Lemma 2.3.  To

prove (2.7) we note that, by (2.3),

exp (K(axg, axh) + K(a2g, a2h)) = exp K(a3g, a3h)

for every g, hGG.  Since K is continuous and since K(e, e) - 0, the connect-

edness of G x G implies (2.7).  The lemma is proved.

Lemma 2.6.   Let G, A and K be given as in Lemma 2.5.  Then the

following hold:

(1) For every positive rational number r there exists an element a(r) G A

such that

(2.8) K(a(r)g, a(r)h) = r ■ K(g, h)

for every g, hGG.

(2) The set B of all ßGA  with the property that there exists a constant

c(ß) with

(2.9) K(ßg, ßh) = c(ß) ■ K(g, h),     g, h G G,

is a closed subgroup of A.

Proof.  Putting ax = a2 = I (the identity element in A) we see the

existence of a(2) from (2.7).  Next we put ax = a(2), a2 = I, and get a(3).

In this manner we can define a(n) for every n = 1, 2, • • • . Putting a(l/n) =

a(n)~x   and a(p/q) = a(l/qy  for every positive rational number p/q  we can

assign an a(r) to every rational r > 0, even though the choice will in general

not be unique. The second part of the lemma follows from the fact that B

coincides with the set of all a G A  for which the map

(g,h)^K(ag, ah)/K(g, h)

from   {(g, h): g, hGG, K(g, h) i= 0} to C is constant in g, h. The lemma is

proved.

Remark 2.7.  The map ß —► c(ß) defined by (2.9) is a homomorphism

from B into the multiplicative group of positive real numbers.  If, in particular,
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A = R, then B = A   and the map c( • ) is of the form c(t) = exp cxt  for

some real constant cx =£ 0.

3.  Positive definite functions on Rv which are stable under R.   Through-

out this section we shall assume  G  to be a finite dimensional real vector space

R", v> 1,  and A = {af, tGR} a continuous 1-parameter group of matrices

on R".  For each  tGR  we denote by a* the adjoint matrix of at, and put

ßt = a* t. Then   {ßt, tGR} is again a continuous 1-parameter group of auto-

morphisms of Rv.

Definition 3.1.  We call the action (t, v) —* atv, tGR, v G R", smooth,

if the action (t, v) —► ßtv, tGR,  vGR", has the following property:  There

exists an analytic subset S of R" which intersects each orbit in exactly one

point.

Let us now choose and fix a 1-parameter group A = {at, tGR} which

acts smoothly on Rv, and let 0 be a positive definite function on R"  which

is stable under A.  As remarked in Lemma 2.5, 0 is infinitely divisible.  We put

(3.1) 0 = exp 0

where   0  is the conditionally positive definite function given in Lemma 2.3, and

write

(3.2) K(vx, v2) = \p(vx - v2) - *(»,) - 0(- v2),      vx,v2GR".

The classical Levy-Khinchine formula on Rv (see, for example, [3, §16]) tells

us that

0(u) = - WPo, v) + i(v, a)

+ /*Mo>(exp * w)~l~ 'Amp) dF(w)'

where P is a positive semidefinite matrix on R", < • , • > denotes the inner

product on Rv, llwll2 = <w, w), a  is a fixed element in R", and where F is a

o-finite measure on R" — {0} such that

(3.4) f(l _ cos <t>, w>) dF(w) < ~

for every v G R".  a, P and F are all uniquely determined by formula (3.3).

Conversely, if a, P and F ate given as above and if F satisfies (3.4), then the

function 0 defined by (3.3) exists and is conditionally positive definite. Sub-

stituting (3.3) into (3.2) we have

K(vi,v2) = <Pvx,v2)

+ fRV_r0i(exP i(vi -v2,w)- exp i(vx, w>

- exp i<- v2, w) + 1) dF(w).
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Lemma 3.2.   There exists a continuous homomorphism  t —► exp ct from

R  to R+,  the multiplicative group of positive real numbers, satisfying

(3.6) K(atv, atw) = exp ct K(v, w)

for every  v, w G Rv.  Hence the measure F given in (3.3) satisfies

(3.7) expctF(ß~1) = F

for every  tGR. If c ¥= 2, then P must be zero.

Proof.  The existence of the homomorphism  t —► exp ct was pointed

out in Corollary 2.7.  (3.7) and the conditions on P both follow from (3.5) and

(3.6). The lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.3.   Let S be an analytic subset of Rv which intersects each

orbit of {ßt, tGR} in exactly one point.   Then there exists a a-finite measure

p on S - {0} such that

/(exp Kv, w)-l-i 1 /'ii^ip) dF(w)

(3'8) C C / <ü>0rs>   \
= h-{o}jRexpci v«**M--i-'n=çw**tt

Proof.  F is quasi-invariant under   {ßt, tGR}, by (3.7).  Applying stan-

dard decomposition theory we decompose F into a-finite measures which are

ergodic under   {ßt, t G R}. Under our assumptions every ergodic measure is

supported by a single orbit of  {ßt, tGR}. We can thus write

f „   , ,(exp iXuj - v2, w) - exp i<vx, w) - exp i'<- v2, w) + 1) dF(w)

(3.9) = js   r0i(exP i<vi -v2,w)- exp to,, w)

- exp i'<- v2, w> + 1) dFs(w) dp(s),

where each Fs  is a o-finite measure concentrated on the orbit   {ß^, tGR} in

Rv ~ {0}, and where p   is a probability measure on 5 - {0}.  From (3.6) and

(3.7) we see that, for any  tGR, s G S - {0},

(3.10) c(t) ■ Fs(ß_t) = Fr

This implies the following formula:  If E is any Borel subset of Rv - {0}  and

s G S - {0}, then
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FJE)=f(s)(     . ,c(t)dt,
sV ;    /v 'JEnißfS.teR} v '

where fis)  is a nonnegative constant, and where the map s —* fis), s G S - {0},

is /i-measurable. We put dju(s) = fis) dp(s) and conclude (3.8) from the remarks

about the Levy-Khinchine formula preceding Lemma 3.2.  The proof is complete.

Combining these results in form of a theorem we get

Theorem 3.4.  Let   {at,tGR} be a continuous l-parameter group of

v x v matrices.  Put ßt = a* t for every  tGR, and assume that there exists

an analytic set S in Rv which intersects each orbit of {ßp tGR} in R" in

exactly one point.  Let 0 be a positive definite function on Rv which is stable

under   {at, tGR}.   Then 0 is of the form

(3.11) 0 = exp0,

where 0 is a conditionally positive definite function on R". Furthermore there

exists a nonzero real constant y, an element a G R", a o-finite measure p on

S - {0},  and a positive semidefinite v x v matrix P such that, for any  v G R",

0(u) = - WPv, v) + i- Co, a)

is-{o}J*(expKv'&"1'iTTTP2) •exp*dt*(*>•(3-12) f f /„„„ ,„ , A _ , _ ,    <»• M

If 7 =£ ± 2, then P vanishes.

Conversely, any nonzero constant y G R, any a G R", any  o-finite

measure p on S - {0}, and -if \y\ = 2 - any positive semidefinite v x v

matrix P together define a positive definite function  0 on R  which is given

by (3.11) and (3.12) and which is stable under   {at, tGR},  if only

(3.13) J ^       J  (i _ cos (v, ßts>) ■ exp yt dt dp(s) < °°

for every v G Rv.

Proof.  The first part of the theorem is already contained in Lemmas 3.2

and 3.3. The converse follows immediately from (3.4)* In particular we can

choose A   to be the   1-parameter group   {e*I, tGR},  where / is the identity

matrix on Rv. An application of Theorem 3.4 together with a well-known com-

putation (see e.g. [2] ) leads to the following classical result:

Theorem 3.5. Let 0 be any positive definite function on Rv which is

stable under A = {etI, tGR}. Then we have 0 = exp 0 where 0 is a con-

ditionally positive definite function on R" given by any of the following three

expressions:
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(3.14)      (1)    0((j) = Hu, a) - KPv, v),      vGR",

where a G R" and P is a nonnegative definite v x v matrix,

(3 15)    (2)    ^ = **• a) + Sgn (7 ~ !)

• J exp(- Vdtty sgn<u, w>)|(u, vv>|7 dp(w),   vGR",

where a G Rv, y is a constant satisfying either 0 < 7 < 1  or  1 < 7 < 2, and

p is a totally finite measure concentrated on   {w: llwll = 1} in Rv.  (The sym-

bol sgn stands for "sign".)

(3.16)     (3)    0(u) = Hv, a) - J| \(v, w>| + i(u, w> log |<u, w>| dp(w),   vCR",

where aGR" and where p is a totally finite measure on   [w: llwll = 1}.  Con-

versely, any function 0 = exp 0  with   0 given by any of the formulas (1)—(3)

above will be a positive definite function on R" which is stable under A.

A.  Stable positive definite functions on a type I group.  In this section we

shall give a brief account of the analysis of positive definite functions on a type

I group which are stable under a suitable   1-parameter group of automorphisms.

The results are similar to the ones in the abelian case, and since the methods are

quite well known and involve little more than the usual measure theoretic tech-

niques used in decomposition theory we shall not include any proofs.  Our assump-

tions are the following:

Let G be a locally compact second countable type I group which is con-

nected and locally connected. We denote by G  the dual of G, i.e. the set of

all unitary equivalence classes of continuous irreducible representations of G  in a

Hilbert space, furnished with the Mackey-Borel structure.  If A = {af, t G R} is

a continuous 1-parameter group of continuous automorphisms of G, we can de-

fine the adjoint   {j3f, t G R} as the 1-parameter group of Borel transformations

of G given by ßt = a* p  t G R.  Here a*  denotes the map which sends any

element x G G containing a representation g—*Vg  of G to the element afx

containing g —► Va „.  Again we assume that there exists an analytic subset S

of G which intersects each orbit of  {ßt, t GR} in G in exactly one point.

Under these assumptions we have

Theorem 4.1.  Z,ef 0 be a positive definite function on G which is stable

under A.   Then there exists a conditionally positive definite function  0 on  G

with 0 = exp 0.  Furthermore there exist a nonzero real constant y, a standard

Borel space X, a probability measure p on X, a Borel subset  Y of X, p-

measurable families   {//*, x G X} of complex separable Hilbert spaces,   { Vx,

xGX} of continuous unitary irreducible representations  Vx of G in Hx, and

{ 8(x, • ), x G X} of continuous maps 8(x, • ): G —► Hx,  which satisfy:
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(1) {8(x,g),gGG} spans Hx for every x G X.

(2) Vx8(x, h) - 8(x, gh) + 8(x, g) = 0 for every g.hGG, xGX.

(3) 8(at(g)) = exp yt 8(x, g) for every  tGR, g G G, xGX-Y.

(4) wrlg) - W1) - Mi) = SyIr®(x. *,(g)). «(*. «,(*)»

. exp - yt dt dp(x) + ¡x_ Y(8(x, g), 8(x, h))dp(x).

The proof makes use of results contained in [3], in particular of the Theo-

rems 12.12 and 13.2 there.

5.  Stability under GL(p, R) and a characterization of Gaussian positive

definite functions.  Let again G = R"  and let A  be a locally compact group of

v x v matrices.  Assume 0 is a positive definite function on R" which is stable

under A.  Since  0 is infinitely divisible, we can write it as 0 = exp 0, where

0 is conditionally positive definite.  Again  we put

(5.1) K(u, v) = 0(u - v) - 0(u) - 0(- v),      u,vG Rv.

Let

(5.2) a0 = {a G A : K(<xu, av) = K(u, v) for all u,vG Rv}.

Clearly A0  is a closed subgroup of A.

Lemma 5.1.   Let B be a finite subgroup of A.   Then there exists a t e A

such that tBf1 c¿0-

Proof.   By (2.7) there exists a f G A   such that

ZK(ßv,ßw) = K(tv,tw)
ß<EB

for every v, w G R.   Hence  K(tßv, tßw) = K(tv, tw) for every v,w G R" and

every ß G B.   The lemma is proved.

Lemma 5.2.   Assume there exist an element v0  in R" and a sequence

(an) in A  such that

(5 3) (1)   sup |Re 0(a„u)| < °°   for every v G R",

(5-4) (2)   limllcv„u0ll = °°.
n

Then the set D = {v: |0(i;)| = 1} contains a nonzero subspace of R".

Proof.   By Lemma 2.5 there exists a sequence  (ßn) in A  such that

(5-5) K(ßnv, ßnw) = ±K(v, w)
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for every n=l,2, •••   and every  v,wGRv  (K  is given by (6.1)).  In

particular,

Re Wnv) = \ Re 0(u)

for every n = 1, 2, • • •   and every v G R". We choose a sequence   1 < k(l) <

k(2) < • • • < k(n) < • • •  of integers with

(5.6) lim k(n) = «>,      lim Wßk(n)anv0 II = °°.
n n

Let, for any  e > 0, S(e) denote the set S(e) = {v: I Re 0(u)| < e},  and put

B(l) = {v: Hull = 1}.  (5.6) implies that

(5.7) lirr> Re \l>(ßnanv) = 0
n

for every v G Rv. (5.7) and the compactness of 5(1)  together imply that, for

every e, S > 0,  there exists an integer N(e,8) such that, for any n>N(e, 8),

0*(n)«n*O) c S(e),   and    WHn)anvJ > 8.

ßk^anB(l) is a connected set for every n > 1,  and contains 0 and   ßk(nftnv0.

We conclude that, for every n> N(e, 8), ßk^anB(l)  contains some element of

norm 8. In other words, 5(e) n {v: Hull = 8}  and hence D D {u: Hull = 8}

are nonempty sets for every 8 > 0. Z) is therefore uncountable.  Since D  is a

closed subgroup of Rv, D must contain a nontrivial linear subspace of R". The

lemma is proved.

Lemma 5.3.   Let B be a subset of A  such that

(5.8) sup log I Re 0(oa>)| < °°
aGB

for every vGR" — {0}.   77ien eirner B is relatively compact or D =

{v: |0(u)l = 1} contains a nonzero subspace of Rv.

Proof.  The subset B is relatively compact if and only if  {av, a G B} is

relatively compact in R" — {0}  for every  v ¥= 0.  (5.8) implies that  {ceo, a G B}

is bounded away from  0  for every  v i= 0.  If B is not relatively compact, then

there exists at least one  v0  with supaSß llo:i;0 II = °°. Choosing a sequence  (an)

in B with lim„ lla„u0 II = °° and applying Lemma 5.2 we have proved the lemma.

Lemma 5.4.   Let B be a closed subgroup of A  such that

(5.9) sup I Re 0(au)| < °°

for every v G Rv.   Then either B is compact or D contains a nonzero subspace

of Rv.
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Proof.  All we have to show is that, if B is not compact, there exists an

element v0GRv and a sequence (an) in B suchthat limnlla„u0H = °°.  In-

deed, if no such v0  exists, and if B is noncompact, then there exists a sequence

(an) in B anda w0GR" with  llw0ll= 1   and lim„anw0 = 0. Since

supnlla~1ull < °° for every vGRv and hence  supnsupnuB<1 ÍIa~*uII = c0 < °°,

we get

l-la^tv^Kca- lla„w0ll — o

which is impossible.  An application of Lemma 5.1 concludes the proof.

Lemma 5.5.   Let <j> be a positive definite function on R" which is stable

under A and which has the additional property that D = {u: |0(u)l = 1} = {0}.

TTten the following holds: For any compact subgroup B of A  there exists a

t in A such that JZ?f-1 c-¿o  (^o  was defined at the beginning of this

section).

Proof. If a is an element in A then we denote by pa the probability

measure on A concentrated in a. For any n > 1 we choose points an,, • • • ,

ann  in B such that the sequence X_ = n~12k=xpa      tends weakly to the
nk

Haar measure X of B.   By equation (2.6) we can find a sequence  (tn) in A

with

n

Z K(ankV' <*nkW) = *(?»"> M
k=l

for every v, wGR", where K is defined as in (5.1). Defining (ßn) by (5.5)

we get, for every  v, w G R", n = 1, 2, • • ■

(5.10) K(ßntnv, ßntnw) = ¡K(oaj, aw) dA».

B is compact, and hence  supaeBlog |Re 0(au)| < °° for every v # 0. This

implies that

sup log | Re 0(/y-„tA|<»,
n

for every v G R" - {0}. We conclude from Lemma 5.3 that (ß„t„) has a con-

vergent subsequence  (ßn t„ ),  say, whose limit is f.  From (5.10) we obtain

K(tv, tw) = fBK(av, aw) d\(a) and thus, for any a G B, K(t<xv, taw) =

K(tv, fw) for every v, wGR". In other words we have  f5f-1C40. The

lemma is proved.

Even though there is-at least at the moment-little hope of obtaining a

complete description of all positive definite functions on Rv which are stable

under an arbitrary group A   of automorphisms of Rv, the Lemmas 5.1—5.5 make
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it possible to solve the problem in certain special cases when A  has a sufficiently

large compact subgroup.  As an illustration we choose A   to be  Gljy, R), the

group of all automorphisms of Rv, and determine the stable positive definite

functions in this case.  The result leads to quite an interesting characterization of

the Gaussian probability measures on Rv.

Theorem 5.6.  Let <p be a positive definite function on Rv, v > 2, which

is stable under GL(v,R).  Then <p is either degenerate (i.e. everywhere of mod-

ulus 1), or 0 is given by

(5.11) 0(u) = exp «0, a> - J4Cft>, v)),   v G R",

where aGR", and where P is a positive definite v x v matrix. Conversely,

if aGRv and if P is a positive definite v x v matrix, then (5.11) defines a

positive definite function on R" which is stable under GUy, R).

Proof.  If 0 is stable under GL(i>, R) then  |0|  is also stable. We put

D = {v: |0(u)| =1}  and Ax = {a G GL(i>, R): |0(ew)| = |0(u)|  for all v G Rv}

The classical inequality

(5.12) 1 - \4>(vx + v2)\ < (1 - |0C"i)D + (1 - I0M)   for úl vi> v2 e R"

implies that D is a subgroup of R". Our first aim is to show that D is either

equal to   {0}  or to the whole of Rv. We take  Q to be the subgroup of

GUy, R) consisting of all permutations and reflections of the coordinates.  Since

Q is finite we conclude from Lemma 5.1 that there exists a Sl £ G\iy, R) with

txQ,t\l C Ax. Hence Q leaves t\lD invariant.  Let us assume that D =£ {0}.

If u =£ 0 is an element of D, then w = tx~1v = (wx, • • • , wv) is nonzero.

We assume without loss of generality that wx # 0.  The invariance of the group

tx~1D under Q implies that (wx, - w2, • ■ • , - wv) and (2w1, 0, • • -, 0)

are both elements of ?¡"1.D.  Using again invariance under Q we see that all

points of the form (2kxwx, ■ • ■ , 2kvwx) are contained in fi"1/), where

(kx, ■ ■ • , k„) is any v-tuple of integers.  This implies that the quotient Rvltx~1D

is compact. Since furthermore 0 is infinitely divisible and hence everywhere

nonzero, we conclude from the inequality (5.12) that  101  is bounded away from

zero. Writing 0 = exp 0, where  0  is conditionally positive definite (see Lem-

ma 2.3) we see that  Re 0  is bounded. Assume now that Re 0(uo) =£ 0 for

some v0 G R", i.e. that D ¥= Rv. By Lemma 2.6 we can find an a(r) G

GIXy, R) for every positive rational r, such that Re 0(a(r)uo) = r • Re 0(uo),

which contradicts the boundedness of Re 0.  In other words:  If D is not equal

to   {0}  then D = Rv, in which case  0 is degenerate.

Let us therefore assume from now on that D = {0}, and let us investigate

the size of Ax. It follows from Lemma 5.5 that there exists a f2   such that
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SyWfí' c-^o c^i> where 0(v) is the orthogonal group on R". In partic-

ular, 0(u) = |0(f2u)|  is a function of  Hull  alone.

Our next step will be to reduce the problem to one dimension.  Choose a

fixed orthonormal basis (ex,- • • ,ev) in Rv  and consider the subgroup  2  of

all matrices in GUy, R) which are diagonal in this basis and of the form

i-i

Ü

X>0.

For any  Xj, X2 > 0  there exists an a in GL(i>, R) such that

«(A^ettfCXjte,) = 0(0^)

for every t GR.  Since 0   is only dependent on the norm of its argument, we

can replace a by some element in  2. We thus get:  For any X!,X2>0 there

exists a X3 > 0 such that

^ÍX^MX^ej) = M.\3tex)

for every tGR.  Hence  t—> <p(tex) is a real valued positive definite function

on R  which is stable under the group   {e*, tGR}. Applying Theorem 3.5 we

see that 0(u) = exp — cllull7  for every vGR", where c is a positive constant

and where 7 satisfies 0 < 7 < 2.

Let us finally prove that 7=2. The stability of 0 under GL(i>, R) im-

plies that for any ax, a2 G GL(i>, R) there exists an a3 G GL^, R) such that

b,uP + lb2ull7 = W<x3vP

for every  v G R". Choosing

~X

a, =

L-l

es,

a2 = I (the identity matrix), and v = xex + ye2,x,y GR, we see that

(Xx2 + X-'v2)7/2 + (x2 +y2)?/2 = (axx2 + a2xy + a3y2)'<12

for every x,yGR, where ax,a2,a3  are real numbers.  Differentiating with
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respect to x and putting x = 0 we see that a2 = 0. We get (7/2 = 77)

(Xx2 + X-Vy + (x2 +y2f = (axx2 + a^v2)"

for every x, y GR, and for every  X > 0.  Hence ax - (\v + 1)1/T!, a3 =

(X-" + 1)1/T), and

(Xx2 + X" V2)n + (x2 +y2)v = ((\n + l)1'"*2 + Qrn + l)lhy2T

for every X > 0,x,y GR. Putting y2 = X we have

(Xx2 + 1)" + (x2 + kf = (V7 + l)(x2 + iy.

If we differentiate twice with respect to x and put x = 0 afterwards we get

(X + lXX**-1 - 1) = 0 for every X > 0, and hence 7/2 = 17 = 1. Thus we

have

000= l0G-2u)l = exp-clli;ll2

for every  v G R",  and for some positive constant c.   Hence

(5.13) I0OOI = exp - '¿ILPull2,

where 7=2f*-1f-1.  A well-known theorem of probability theory states that

any positive definite function 0 whose modulus is of the form (5.13) satisfies

(5.11) for some a G Rv. The theorem is proved, since the converse is obvious.

Theorem 5.7.   7nere are no nondegenerate positive definite functions on

Rv which are stable under SL(i>, R).

Proof.  Assume there exists a nondegenerate positive definite function 0

on Rv which is stable under SL(y, R). We can use the proof of Theorem 5.6

to show that  |0(u)| = exp - HllTull2, where P is a positive definite v x v

matrix (note that all elements of GL(i>, R) which were used in the proof of

Theorem 5.6 were actually elements of SUy, /?))• We conclude that, for any

at, a2 G SL(i>, R) there exists an a3 G SL(i>, R) such that

llalli2 + lla2ull2 = lb3t;ll2

for every uGR". We put ax,a2=I and see immediately that a3  cannot

be an element of SL(i>, R), which contradicts the earlier assumption that 0 is

stable under SL(i>, R). The theorem is proved.

Remark 5.8.  To give another application of these methods one might take

G = C (the additive group of complex numbers), and A = C0, the multiplicative

group of nonzero complex numbers, which acts on C by multiplication.  Any

positive definite function 0 on  C which is stable under CQ  must be rotation

invariant as a consequence of Lemma 5.5, if it is not degenerate.  Applying once
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again Theorem 3.5 we see that 0 must be given by  0(z) = exp - c|r|7, zGC,

where  0 < y < 2, and c > 0.
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